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Welcome to Active Directory Forest Recovery 

(ADFR) User Guide 
If you encounter problems, have technical questions, or just want to offer your input about the 
product, feel free to drop us a line. 

• For technical support and licensing issues, contact support@semperis.com 

• For product inquiries or feature requests, contact info@semperis.com 

Legal Notice 
Copyright © 2018 by Semperis Ltd. All rights reserved.  All information included in this document, 
such as text, graphics, photos, logos and images, is the exclusive property of Semperis or its licensors. 
The information included in this document regarding processes, systems and technological 
mechanisms, is proprietary information of Semperis and constitutes trade secrets of Semperis. No 
part of this publication may be reproduced, transmitted, transcribed, stored in a retrieval system, 
translated into any language or computer language, distributed or made available to others, in any 
form or by any means, whether electronic, mechanical or otherwise, without prior written permission 
of Semperis. 

“ID-PRO™” and other product names and services mentioned herein are trademarks of Semperis. All 
other registered and unregistered trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 

This document is provided strictly on an “as is” basis without warranty of any kind, either express or 
implied, including, but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability or fitness for a 
particular purpose. Semperis and its staff assume no responsibility for any errors that may have been 
included in this document, and reserve the right to make changes to the document without notice.  
Semperis and its staff disclaim any responsibility for incidental or consequential damages in 
connection with the furnishing, performance, use of or reliance on, this document or its content. 
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Introduction 

Overview 
Semperis Active Directory Forest Recovery (ADFR) can assist in situations where one of the following 
is required: 

- Recovery of an entire Active Directory Forest 

- Authoritative Restore of a Domain partition 

- Non-authoritative restore of a Domain Controller 

 

As outlined by Microsoft, Active Directory Full Forest Recovery is required in the following cases1: 

• All Domain Controllers have been logically corrupted or physically damaged to a point that 

business continuity is impossible; for example, all business applications that depend on AD DS 

are non-functional. 

• A rogue administrator has compromised the Active Directory environment. 

• An attacker intentionally—or an administrator accidentally—executes a script that spreads 

data corruption across the Forest. 

• An attacker intentionally—or an administrator accidentally—extends the Active Directory 

schema with malicious or conflicting changes. 

• None of the Domain Controllers can replicate with their replication partners. 

• Changes cannot be made to AD DS on any of the Domain Controllers. 

• New Domain Controllers cannot be added in any domain in the forest. 

 

Semperis ADFR includes: 

• Fully automated, wizard-based Active Directory Forest Recovery  

• Authoritative Restore of Domain partitions  

• Single Domain Controller non-authoritative restore 

• Simplification of “Restore to Lab” scenario  

 

                                                      
1 Forest Recovery white paper by Microsoft – https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/planning-active-directory-forest-recovery(v=ws.10).aspx 
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Styles and Conventions Used in this Document 
The following styles are used in this document: 

 

Note:  

This style is used when providing additional information and background overview. 

 

 

IMPORTANT!  

This style is used when additional important information is presented. 

 

 
Square Brackets denote a [PLACE HOLDER] 
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Glossary 
The following is a description of specific terms and concepts in use in the manual. 

Term Description 

Active Directory 
Partition 

A directory partition is where the Active Directory information is segregated and 
logically stored. 

Application 
Partition 

Active Directory Partition containing information about applications in Active 
Directory, e.g. when Active Directory integrated DNS is used, there are two 
application partitions for DNS zones – ForestDNSZones and DomainDNSZones. 

Configuration 
Partition 

Active Directory Partition containing configuration data about the Forest and 
trees. Replicates to all domain controllers. Static as your Forest is. 

Authoritative 
Restore / Non-
Authoritative 
Restore 

Non-Authoritative Restore:  

In this mode, the system restores the Domain Controller’s contents from the 
backup. After this, the Domain Controller receives through replication all 
directory changes that have been made since the backup from the other Domain 
Controllers in the network. Used most commonly in cases when a Domain 
Controller lost information because of hardware or software related issues. 

Authoritative Restore: 

This process restores the Domain Controller from the backup and then replicates 
to and overwrites all other Domain Controllers in the network to match the 
restored Domain Controller. An authoritative restore is most commonly used in 
cases where a change was made within the directory that must be reversed.  

Backup-set A validated backup collection of the selected Domain Controllers, which includes 
all the information required for a Recovery / Restore process. 

Domain Partition The Domain Partition contains objects’ information (stores users, computers, 
groups, and other objects) for a domain. Replicates to all Domain Controllers 
within a domain. 

Distinguished 
Name (DN) 

Representation of an object in a hierarchical directory. The DN is written from 
lower to superior hierarchical levels, from left to right. 
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Term Description 

Distribution 
Point 

A server that is used to store Domain Controllers’ backups in a decentralized 
environment. The management server acts by default as a distribution point in 
cases where no other server has been designated to be a distribution point. 

Domain Name 
System (DNS) 

A hierarchical, distributed naming system for computers, services, or any 
resource connected to the internet or a private network. The Domain Name 
System distributes the responsibility of assigning domain names and mapping 
those names to IP addresses by designating authoritative name servers for each 
domain. Authoritative name servers may delegate authority over sub-domains to 
other name servers. 

DNS Zone A portion or administrative space within the global Domain Name System (DNS). 
Each DNS zone represents a boundary of authority subject to management by 
certain entities. 

Global Catalog A distributed data repository that contains a searchable, partial representation 
of every object in every domain in a multi-domain Active Directory Forest. The 
global catalog is stored on Domain Controllers that have been designated as 
global catalog servers and is distributed through multi-master replication.  

Local Backup A backup that is kept locally on a Domain Controller, following the backup 
validation process. Used for caching purpose, in order to avoid the transfer of 
the latest backup in case of a recovery.  

Re-promote a 
Domain 
Controller 

Remove (demote) the Active Directory role and promote the server to Domain 
Controller. 

Schema Partition Active Directory Partition which stores class and attribute definitions for all 
existing and possible Active Directory objects. Replicates to all domain 
controllers. Static in nature. 

Tombstone 
lifetime period 

Determines how long a deleted object (called a “tombstone”) is retained in 
Active Directory.admin 
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Initial Login / Setup 
After installation (see ADFR Planning & Installation Guide for more details), the AD forest is unknown 
and no ADFR agents are installed. 

The first steps are: 

• specifying the AD forest 

• installing agents 

• specifying users that can manage the product using Role-based Access Control (RBAC) 

Specifying the AD forest and initial log in 

 

IMPORTANT!  

By default, users belonging to the Enterprise Admins group in the Active Directory forest 
you’re managing, OR the first user to log into the ADFR console (regardless of group 
membership) are authorized to access ADFR. If desired, additional users can be added by an 
authorized ADFR admin (see Adding / Removing Recovery Users and Managing RBAC 
Roles). 

1. In a web browser, go to the ADFR log-in page: 
https://[Management Server IP]/ADFR 

 

2. Enter Active Directory forest root domain. 

http://www.semperis.com/
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3. Enter your Active Directory domain. 

4. Enter your Active Directory username, that is part of a domain in the forest you wish to 
manage. 

5. Enter your Active Directory password and click LOGIN. 

This will bind ADFR to your AD Forest and log you in to the initial Agent Management page. From 
there you must install at least one ADFR Agent on the desired Domain Controllers to continue with 
management of the product. 

Initial installation of ADFR agents 

 

Figure 1 

 

Note: 

Semperis’ recommendation is to deploy the Semperis ADFR agent on ALL OF THE DOMAIN 
CONTROLLERS IN THE FOREST. The Semperis ADFR agent is not only required for performing 
backups of Domain Controllers,  but is also extensively used during Forest Recovery (e.g. for 
performing re-promotion of Domain Controllers that are not restored from ADFR backups). 

Domain Controllers that do not have a Semperis ADFR agent deployed to them will be 
removed from the AD forest topology (metadata cleanup) when performing an AD Forest 
Recovery. 
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To deploy ADFR agents to your DCs, follow these instructions: 

1. Select the check box next to the Domain Controllers where you want the ADFR agent to be 
deployed (at least one is required per each domain in the forest)  

2. Verify that “Deploy Latest Version” is selected in the dropdown input  

3. Click the “RUN ACTION” button.  
A window will pop up asking for user credentials (see Figure 2). You must provide 
credentials that have the ability to connect remotely over WMI to your DCs and install 
software on them. Typically this is a user that has administrative access to the DC.  

 
Figure 2 

4. Fill in the password and click OK. 

a. If the currently logged in user to the ADFR console does not have the necessary 
permissions to deploy the ADFR agent on the selected Domain Controllers, you can enter a 
different user by clicking on “Change User” (see Figure 2) 
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5. A notification will pop up to inform you if the action managed to create the requested ADFR 
agent deployment jobs: 

and in the background the page will change to Agent Jobs Status:  

 

 

The  button allows you to refresh the job status immediately. 

By default, the list is set to automatically refresh. To change the refresh rate, click the arrow in 
the button and change the rate: 

 

 

Wait until all the selected domain controllers show the Job Status column as “Completed”, and then 
click the “LOGIN” button (shown below) at the top right of the page to return to the login screen. 
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Administration Panel 
Getting started with the Administration Panel 
The Administration Panel displays information and enables you to configure the backup and recovery 
settings required for various recovery scenarios. 

To enter the Administration Panel for the first time:  

1. Enter the following URL into the browser address textbox 
https://[Management Server IP]/ADFR 
The following appears in the browser window: 

 

Figure 3: login 

2. Select the Domain from the dropdown list. 
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3. Enter your Active Directory username. NOTE: you must enter a user account that is a member 
of the forest Enterprise Admins group, the first time you log into the ADFR Administrative 
Console.  A lesser account will not work.  

4. Enter your Active Directory password. 

5. Click the LOGIN button. 

6. Or, to log in automatically using Integrated Windows Authentication (IWA) of the currently 
logged on user to the server, clicked the Integrated Windows Authentication checkbox. NOTE: 
If your ADFR server is in Workgroup mode, IWA-based authentication won’t work to 
authenticate to AD, and you will see this error if you try to use IWA: “Error validating user. 
An anonymous identity cannot perform an impersonation.” 

7. You will be logged in to the ADFR Administration panel. 
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Upon successful log-in, as the Administration Panel loads, a window will pop up: 

 

Figure 4: Recovery Password and Security Information 

The recovery password is the one that is used when you need to log into the Recovery Panel to 

perform an AD recovery operation. Note that during recovery operations, AD is not assumed to be 

available and therefore, this recovery password must be used to access the recovery console.  

  

Fill in the form and click SET. 

 

Note: 
All of the fields are mandatory.  

You must select two different security questions. 

  

 

IMPORTANT!  

This popup will only be displayed during a user’s first log-in. Once set, the user can update 
their security information from the GENERAL SETTINGS page (see Updating Recovery Login 
Security Settings). 
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Once logged in, you will see the screen below: 

 

 

Figure 5: Administration Panel Main Window 

 

Note:  

Take the time to familiarize yourself with the window and its options. 
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Table 1: The Components of the Administrative Panel 

 

 Component Purpose 

❶ User Displays the username of the logged-in user. 

❷ LOGOUT Exits the system. 

❸ Navigation menu Navigate between the different Administration Panel 
pages. 

❹ Main content area Area displaying the contents of the selected 
Administration Panel page. 
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Setting up Role-based Access Control 
Once you’ve logged into the administrative console, the next step is create delegations for additional 
users to be able to perform administrative and recovery tasks within ADFR. As mentioned above, the 
initial login to ADFR requires Enterprise Admins-level access. However, you can delegate these tasks 
easily after the first login, using the Role-based Access Control (RBAC) model in ADFR. First, select 
“Role-Based Access Control” from the navigation menu, to reach the following page: 

 

 
Figure 6: Defining Role-based Access 

In Figure 6 above, there are two default roles installed with the product. As you can see, the 
Enterprise Admins group is automatically granted full access to the product via the “ADFR Recovery 
Administrator” Persona.  For background, we’ll now define how the RBAC model works in ADFR. 

RBAC Components 

There are four components to the Roles-Based Access Control sub-system: 

• Scope Sets 

• Permissions 

• Personas 

• Delegations 

These are accessed from the Role-Based Access Control screen in Figure 6 above, and must be 

implemented in the order listed above. 
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Scope Sets 
Scope Sets are used to define the which objects within ADFR (e.g. Domains, Forests, BackupSettings, 

etc.) are grouped together when used to implement actions by a role actor (Persona). 

Permissions 
The Permissions component defines what ADFR actions can be implemented across a named scope 

set. 

Personas 
A Persona is a named collection of Permissions. 

Delegations 
A Delegation maps an Active Directory group, or user. 
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ADFR Personas 

ADFR includes 4 Personas on installation, though you can create your own Personas. The pre-defined 
Personas are described here: 

 

• ADFR Recovery Administrator: This Persona has full rights over the product and all of its 
functionality including managing the product and recovering Domain Controllers (DCs), 
partitions, and forests. This is the most privileged Persona within the product 

• ADFR Product Manager: This Persona can perform all management tasks within ADFR, 
including installing agents and distribution points, managing RBAC, Managing Backups, and 
Managing product settings. However, members of this Persona cannot perform recoveries of 
DCs, partitions, or forests. 

• ADFR Backup Administrator: This Persona can view and manage backup settings and backup 
status, but has no other permissions within the product 

• ADFR Reader: This Persona can View settings, agents, backup settings, backup status and 
distribution points but can perform no actions within each of these areas. Access is strictly 
read-only. 
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Delegating Access 

We recommend creating a delegation immediately after logging into the Administrative console as an 

Enterprise Administrator. This allows you to remove the Enterprise Admins requirement for 

subsequent logins. To delegate access in ADFR follow these steps: 

Press the “Create New Delegation” button from the RBAC Manager screen. 

From the Role-Based Trustee Editor, as shown here, enter the name of your AD group that you wish 

to delegate product access to and press the “Check Name” button to verify the group, as shown here. 

 

 

Press the “Next” button to advance to the Persona selection screen, as shown below, and select the 

Persona you wish to grant to your AD group.  
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Once you’ve selected the Persona in question, press the “Finish” button to commit the new 
delegation. You can then log out of the Administrative Console and log in using an account that is a 
member of the delegated group. 

 

Note: Any time that a new user, who has permissions to perform a recovery, logs into the console for 
the first time (e.g. they’ve been delegated new rights as above), they will be prompted to create their 
own recovery password (as seen in Figure 4 above) for their account, that must be used when logging 
into the Recovery Console to perform a domain, partition or forest recovery. 

 

Dashboard 
Domain Controller Status 

This pane displays a pie chart illustrating the proportion of Domain Controllers in the Forest to which 
an ADFR agent has been deployed, and whether those agents are responding or not (based on a 
heartbeat check performed by the Management Server).  
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Figure 7: Agent Deployment Status 

Agent Status 

This pane displays summarized information for each Domain Controller in the Forest: 

• Domain Controller's name 

• Domain 

• Agent heartbeat status 

• Operating System version  
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Figure 8: Agent Status 

Recent Forest Backup Status 

The Recent Forest Backup Status pane includes two tabs, showing available and failed backups 
respectively; this includes backup time, date and backup tag name (if required, the backup tag might 
be used for troubleshooting purposes by Semperis support personnel). 

 

Figure 9: Recent Forest Backup Status 
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Managing Backup Status 

To navigate to the Backup Status page, click on “ BACKUP STATUS” in the left navigation menu  

The Backup Status page displays a list of Forest backups and their corresponding status. 

 
Figure 10: Backups Status and History 

The table on this page contains a list detailing the backup-sets in your Forest. For each backup-set 
you can see the date and time on which it completed/failed, the name of the Backup Rule that 
initiated it, it’s unique Backup Tag and its status. 

Table 2: Backup Set Status Validation Explanation 

Symbol Status 

 All Domain Controllers in all domains were backed up successfully / Domain Controller backup was successful 
(when expanded) and the backup set can be used to perform a AD Forest Recovery 

 Backup of some of the Domain Controllers failed (the backup set can still be used to perform successful AD Forest 
Recovery) 

 Backup set lacks the data required for successful Forest Recovery / Domain Controller backup failed (when 
expanded) 

 

The backup-set is still running / Domain Controller backup is still running (when expanded) 
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Note:  

Backup sets with Success or Warning status can be used for Forest Recovery. 

Further details on each backup can be viewed by clicking the + sign next to a backup (❶ in Figure 9). 

The backup row will expand to display the individual Domain Controller backups included in the 
backup-set and their statuses. The information displayed includes the name of the Domain Controller, 
the date and time when the creation of the Domain Controller backup completed, and the status of 
the transfer of the backup to the defined Distribution Points (STATUS column). 

Figure 11: Backup Status (Expanded) 

Table 3: Domain Controller Backup Statuses 

Symbol  Status 

 

 The Domain Controller was backed up successfully. 

 

 Backup of the Domain Controller succeeded, but the copying the backup to some of the Distribution Points failed. 

 

 Backup failed. Either the backup itself failed or the transfer of the backup to the Distribution Points failed. Click on "

 More details" to see the specific error for each Distribution Point. 

 

 The backup is still running. 

 

Each Domain Controller can be expanded further by clicking on "  More details" (❶ in Figure 11). 

The Domain Controller backup row will expand to display the Distribution Points to which the Domain 
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Controller is backed up and the status. As before, the STATUS column also displays the status for each 

backup of the Domain Controller to a specific Distribution Point, as shown in the figure below. 

 

 
Figure 12: Backup Status (Expanded with more details) 
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The following table shows the possible status messages within each Domain Controller status, related 

to copying the backup to a Distribution Point. 

Table 4: Backup of Domain Controller to Distribution Point Statuses 

Symbol Status 

 

The Domain Controller was backed up successfully and then copied to the Distribution Point. 

 

The Domain Controller's backup was successfully copied from another Distribution Point. 

 

Backup failed. See the accompanying error message for details. 

 

The backup is still running. 

The details displayed for each expanded Domain Controller are: 

• Distribution Point – the Distribution Point that the backup was uploaded to 
(See DISTRIBUTION POINTS). A Domain Controller backup can be uploaded to multiple 
Distribution Points. 

• Group – the backup group that the Domain Controller belongs to. 
• Uploaded to DP – date and time when the Domain Controller backup was successfully copied 

to the DP (only shown on success). 
• Upload to DP attempted – date and time when the attempt to copy the Domain Controller 

backup to the DP failed (only shown on failure). 
• Error – if the backup was not successful, an error message is displayed describing the problem 

(Only shown on failure). 

Manually Deleting a Forest Backup 

A Forest backup that has completed/failed can be manually deleted using the "DELETE"  button. 
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Refreshing the information on the page 

The  button allows you to refresh the backup status immediately. 

By default, there is an automatic refresh. To change the refresh rate, click the arrow in the button 
and change the rate: 

 

 

Managing Backup Settings 
In the BACKUP SETTINGS page, you can create and manage Backup Rules used for scheduling the Forest 
backups. In addition, you can initiate an immediate Forest backup regardless of scheduled jobs (for 
instance, prior to an AD schema extension operation). 

To display the Backup Settings page, click on "  BACKUP SETTINGS" in the left navigation menu. 
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Figure 13: Backup Settings page 

Managing Backup Rules 

The Forest Backup Schedule table (❶ in Figure 13) lists the Backup Rules defined for the Forest and 

their settings. 
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Figure 14: Backup Schedule Rules 

For each Backup Rule, the following information is available in the Forest Backup Schedule table: 

• Backup Rule Status (first column in Figure 14 above)– See table 5 (Backup Rules status) 

• Rule Name – the name of the backup rule 

• Days – Days of the week the backup takes place 

• Retention – Number of backups retained (see also the Retention Policy under Management 
Settings for additional information) 

• Rule Enabled – Backup Rule status (Enabled\Disabled) 

• Validation – Indicates whether the Backup Rule is capable of generating a valid forest backup 
set, which can later be used to restore the entire AD forest. 

o Not Validated – the rule is awaiting completion of the validation process. 
o Valid – the rule has been assessed and was found to be valid. 
o Validation Failed – the rule has been assessed and was found to be invalid. Backups 

created using this rule will necessarily not be viable for use in a full Forest Recovery. 

• Action – Buttons allowing you to view the rule's details, to edit the rule, and to delete the rule. 
 
Table 5: Backup Rules status 

Symbol Status 

 

Backup Rule is not running\in idle mode 

 

Backup Rule is running – started on demand 

 

Backup Rule is running – started by the scheduler 

 

Backup Rule has been started twice running – both by the scheduler and on demand 

 
 
The first step in creating a backup schedule is to create a Backup Group, which is described here.  
 

Create a Backup Group 
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The Backup Group is a logical unit which groups Domain Controllers in your Forest together for the 
backup process. All Domain Controllers in a group will be backed up at the same time and copied to 
the same Distribution Point. 

1. Click the “Manage Backup Groups” button right below the “Forest Backup Schedule” secti. 
The Edit Backup Group window will pop up: 

 

Figure 15: Edit Backup Group 

2. Click the [New…] link (❶ in Figure 14). The Create Backup Group window will appear: 
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Figure 16 

3. Provide a name for the new group. 
4. Select Domain Controllers to be part of the Backup Group. 
5. Click the OK button. You will be returned to the Edit Backup Group window (see step 1). 

Click Cancel to close the window. 

 

 

Note:  
A Domain Controller can be in any number of Backup Groups. 
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Once you’ve created your Backup Group, you need to assign it to a Backup Rule. The creation of 

Backup Rules is described here.  

Creating a Backup Rule 

 To create a new Backup Rule, fill in the "Create New Backup Rule" form (❸ in Figure 13). 

  
Figure 17: Create New Backup Rule 

Filling in the form: 
 

1. In the Create New Backup Rule area, in the Rule Name textbox enter a name for the new rule 
(e.g. Daily backup). 

2. Check the day/days on which you want backup to take place. You must select at least one day. 
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3. From the "Backup window starting at" dropdown list select the time for the backup. This sets 
the start time for a  24 hour window within which the backups must complete. 

4. Enter the number of backups created by this rule that you want to keep on the Management 
Server (default is 5). 

5. Change the "Rule enabled" setting in order to create a disabled rule. 
6. Change the "Encrypt" setting in order to generate backups that are not encrypted (default is 

Encrypted = true, please consult with the Semperis representative prior to changing). Note, 
encrypting backups increases time to backup and time to recover from backup. 

7. Click Add Backup Group (❶ in Figure 18) that you created in the steps above, to this rule. 

 

Figurer 18 

This will open the Add Backup Groups Window: 

 

Figure 19 

8. Check the checkboxes of the groups you want to be backed up by the Backup Rule 
and click "ADD". 

9. Set backup time the group should be backed up (❷ in Figure 18) and specify the 
Distribution Point for the group (❸ in Figure 18). 

10. Click CREATE RULE; the rule is created and added to the Forest Backup 

Schedule list (❶ in Figure 13). 
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Note:  

• When configuring the number of backups retained, keep in mind that between the 
rule-specific setting (step 4 in Create a Backup Rule) and the global setting, the 
smaller number will apply. 

• As a best practice, define the Global Retention Policy under General Settings to be 
less than or equal to your Active Directory Tombstone Lifetime Period. 

• During the backup-sets pruning process, failed backup-sets are the first to be purged. 

If all backup-sets in the store are valid, the oldest backup set is deleted.  

 

 

Note:  
If you are responsible for backing up a global environment, please note: 

• All times displayed are based on the time zone of the browser's local machine. This 
means that if the ADFR server is configured for GMT-5 and you access the UI from a 
machine configured for GMT+2, the time displayed will be presented in GMT+2. 

• The time difference between the "Backup window starting at" and the latest Backup 
Group’s backup time cannot exceed 23 hours. In other words, a backup should have 
at least 1 hour within the 24 hour window to complete, at a minimum. 

 

If you have selected the same domain controller to be backed up in more than one Distribution 

Point, you will receive the following message: 
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Editing a Backup Rule 

1. From the Forest Backup Schedule, click  in the Action column of the rule you want to edit; 
the Edit Backup Rule window will appear. 

2. Edit the required settings. 
3. Click SAVE to save the changes. 

Deleting a Backup Rule 

1. From the Forest Backup Schedule, click  in the Action column of the rule you want to 
delete. A confirmation window will pop up. 

2. To delete all Forest Backups associated with the Backup Rule, check the box titled "Delete the 
backups created by the rule". The default is to keep the backups. 

3. Click OK to delete the rule and remove it from the table. 

Creating a Backup Group 

1. From the Forest Backup Schedule, Click the Manage Backup Groups button. The Edit Backup 
Group window will appear. 

2. Select a Backup Group from the 'Select Backup Group' dropdown list (❷ in Figure 15). 
3. Check only the boxes of the Domain Controllers that should be in the Backup Group. 
4. Click the OK button to save the changes. 

Editing a Backup Group 

1. From the Forest Backup Schedule, Click the Manage Backup Groups button. The Edit Backup 
Group window will appear. 

2. Select a Backup Group from the 'Select Backup Group' dropdown list (❷ in Figure 14). 
3. Check only the boxes of the Domain Controllers that should be in the Backup Group. 
4. Click the OK button to save the changes. 
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Delete a Backup Group 

 

Figure 20 

1. From the Forest Backup Schedule, Click the MANAGE BACKUP GROUPS button. The Edit 
Backup Group window will appear. 

2. Select a Backup Group from the 'Select Backup Group' dropdown list (❷ in Figure 15). 
3. Check the box titled 'Mark Backup Group for Deletion' (❶ in Figure 20). 

This will lock the rest of the form. 
4. Click the OK button to delete the group. 
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Managing ADFR Agents 

To display the Agent Management page, click "  Agent Management" in the left menu. 
In the Agents Management pane, you can view and manage the Semperis ADFR agents in the Forest.  

The main page displays a table of Domain Controllers in the Forest. The table details the following for 
each Domain Controller: 

• Name – FQDN of the Domain Controller 
• Status – Status of the Agent (Responding, No Response, No Agent) 
• Agent Version – Version of the installed agent 
• OS Version – Operating System version of the server 
• Is GC – Whether the Domain Controller is also a Global Catalog. 
• Action – See table 6 

You can sort the list of agents by click on any column header with the sortable ( ) icon. 

Table 6: Agent Management User Actions 
 Description 

 

Deploy the latest version of the ADFR Agent to the Domain Controller. If the latest version is 
already installed, the icon will be grey. 

 

Edit local backup settings for the Domain Controller and view 

 

Uninstall ADFR Agent from the Domain Controller. If there is no agent, the icon will be grey. 
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Deploy Agent 

1. Select Domain Controller(s) for deployment. To deploy the ADFR Agent to: 

o A single Domain Controller, click the  button in the ACTION column of the Domain 
Controller. 

o Multiple Domain Controllers 
▪ Check the boxes for the selected Domain Controllers which you want to 

configure  
▪ Make sure that Deploy Latest Version is selected in the dropdown above the 

Domain Controllers list. 
1. Click Run Action. 
2. the "Identity Verification" window will appear: 

 

 

2. Enter credentials for the installation and click OK. If you don’t want to use the currently logged 
on user to perform the agent installation, click the blue “Change user” link to select alternate 
credentials. Note that the user that you select must have administrative access to the domain 
controller to perform the installation and must be able to access the domain controller via 
DCOM/WMI.  
The page will change to the "Agent Job Statuses" page where you can see the status of the 
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deployment jobs created for each Domain Controller selected. 

 
3. Wait for the deployment jobs to complete. The JOB STATUS column will update with any 

changes to the deployment job status. 

View and Edit Agent Settings 

View and Edit Agent Settings for a single Domain Controller 

1. Click the  icon in the ACTION column for the desired Domain Controller. 
This will open the View/Edit window for the Domain Controller. 

 
Figure 21: Domain Controller Information 

2. The following editable settings exist in this dialog (❶ in Figure 21): 
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o Change the number of backups stored locally on the Domain Controller. By default, the 
most recent backup is cached locally on the Domain Controller but you can adjust that 
upwards to cache more backups. Note that each backup takes up space in the folder 
specified so ensure that you have sufficient space on the DC to maintain the backups. 

o Change the location of stored backups by entering a New local backup location. 

The following information about the Domain Controller is also displayed (❷ in Figure 21): 

o Fully Qualified Domain Name 
o Domain 
o Number of Local Backups 
o Read-Only Domain Controller 
o Domain Name Server (DNS) 
o Global Catalog 
o Operating System Version 
o Disk Space Available 
o Agent Version 
o Last Communication 

3. Click SAVE to apply the changes, or CLOSE to close the window without making any changes. 

Storing backups locally on a Domain Controller can be useful during the Domain Controller 

restoration process. If the backup selected for restoration of the Domain Controller is stored locally, 

the Domain Controller can be restored from the local backup instead of the system copying the 

backup from a Distribution Point. 

 

You can manage the settings per Domain Controller or use the Bulk Configuration feature to 

configure multiple Domain Controllers simultaneously. 

 

Bulk Edit Agents Settings 
1. Check the boxes for the selected Domain Controllers whose configuration you wish to change 

or check the box at the top of the column  to select all Domain Controllers, and then 
click Configure selected DCs; the Configure Selected Domain Controllers window will appear. 
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Figure 22: Bulk Configuration 

Check the box(es) for the setting(s) you want to configure and enter the relevant information: 

• Number of backups stored locally on the Domain Controller 

• New location of stored locally stored backups 

2. Click OK to save the new configuration. 

Uninstall Agent 

1. Select Domain Controller(s) for uninstall. To uninstall the ADFR Agent on: 

o A single Domain Controller, click the  button in the ACTION column of the 
Domain Controller. 

o Multiple Domain Controllers 
▪ Check the boxes for the selected Domain Controllers which you want 

to uninstall  
▪ Make sure that Uninstall is selected in the dropdown above the list of 

DCs. 
▪ Click Run Action. 

A window requesting user credentials will pop up. 
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2. Enter credentials for the uninstall action and click OK; 

 
3. A notification will pop up to inform you if the action managed to create the requested ADFR 

agent deployment jobs, as in the background the page will change to Agent Jobs Statuses. 

 

Note:  
If a Domain Controller is assigned to any Backup Group, attempts to uninstall the ADFR 
agent from it will be blocked (see Figure 23). 
If you wish to uninstall the ADFR Agent, it is recommended that you remove the Domain 
Controller from all of its associated Backup Groups (see To Edit A Backup Group). 

Figure 23: ADFR Agent uninstall blocked 
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The  button allows you to refresh the agent status immediately. 

By default, there is an automatic refresh. To change the refresh rate, click the arrow in the button 
and change the rate: 
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Managing Distribution Points 
 

Distribution Points 

Distribution Points (DP) are servers that store the backups of domain controllers, instead of saving all 
the Domain Controller backups on the management server. 

The Management server acts as the default Distribution Point. 

To display the Distribution Points workspace, click “  Distribution Points” in the left navigation 
menu 
 

 

For each Distribution Point, the table displays the following information: 

• Friendly Name – The selected name for the DP, or “Semperis Management Server”.  

• IP Address –DP server’s IP Address. 

• Free Space – The amount of disk space remaining on the drive for storing backups. 

• Version – DP agent version. 

• Agent Status – Status of the DP (Responding, No Response, No Agent) 

• Backup Path – Location on the DP for storing backups. 

• Action – Buttons allowing you to deploy the latest DP version, to edit the DP details, and to 

delete the DP. 
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Create a Distribution Point 
1. Click the ADD DISTRIBUTION POINT button; the ‘Setup Distribution Point' window will appear. 

 
2. Enter the IP of the Distribution Point server. 

3. Enter a friendly name for the Distribution Point. 

4. Enter a threshold for the free space on the storage location of the DP. Crossing this threshold 

will generate an alert. 

 

Note:  
"An alert" refers to an email alert. Email alerts are sent to the email addresses defined 
under Alert Recipients, and only if the SMTP Settings have been defined. 

 

Note:  
The storage location folder drive will be set to the disk drive with the most available free 
space.  The location can be changed by editing the Distribution Point entry after it has been 
created. 
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5. Click OK; The “Deploy - Identity Verification” screen appears: 

 
6. Enter credentials for the installation and click OK; the ‘Distribution Point Agent Jobs Statuses” 

window will appear: 

 
7. Wait for the uninstallation to complete. The “JOB STATUS” column will update with any 

changes to the deployment job status. 

Edit a Distribution Point  
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1. Click  in the Action column of the Distribution Point you want to edit; the Edit Distribution 
Point window will appear: 

 
2. The following properties can be modified: 

o Friendly Name (except on Management Server): The selected name for the DP, or 
"Semperis Management Server". 

o Alert threshold: a threshold for the free space left on the storage location of the DP. 
You will be notified when the free space will the less than this value. 

o Backup Path: Location on the DP for storing backups. 
3. Click OK; An "Identity Verification" window will appear: 
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4. Enter credentials for the configuration and click OK; the “Distribution Point Agent Jobs 
Statuses” window appears: 

 
5. Wait for the deployment job to complete. The JOB STATUS column will update with any 

changes to the deployment job status. 

Uninstall a Distribution Points 

1. Select Distribution Point(s) to uninstall. 

a. To uninstall a single Distribution Point, click on the  button in the ACTION column of 
the DP. A window will pop up requesting user credentials. 

b. To uninstall multiple Distribution Points: 
i. Check the boxes for the selected DPs which you want to uninstall 

ii. Make sure that the dropdown on above the DPs list says "Uninstall" 
iii. Click Run Action. 

2. Enter credentials for the configuration and click OK; the "DISTRIBUTION POINT AGENT JOBS 
STATUSES" window will appear. 

3. Wait for the uninstallation to complete. The JOB STATUS column will update with any changes 
to the deployment job status. 

 

 

IMPORTANT!  
If any Backup Rule is defined to perform backups to a Distribution Point, attempts to 
uninstall that DP will be blocked. To uninstall the DP, it is recommended that you 
disassociate any Backup Rule from the DP (see Edit a Backup Rule) by making sure that none 
of the Backup Rule's Backup Groups point to the DP. 
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The  button allows you to refresh the DP agent status immediately. 

By default, there is an automatic refresh. To change the refresh rate, click the arrow in the button 
and change the rate: 

 

 

Manage the ADFR General Settings 

The management of the ADFR general settings is performed with the user credentials of the logged in 

user, assuming they’ve been granted the ADFR: Manage Settings RBAC permission within the RBAC 

screen. 

 

The GENERAL SETTINGS workspace, will provide you with the following options: 

 

• Manage or change the recovery password and security questions of the currently logged 

on user 

• Define the global backup retention policy settings. 

• Define SMTP information for sending email alerts upon failed backups 

• Manually download  the Semperis ADFR agent installer and update the Semperis ADFR license 

information 

 Administrator Recovery Settings 

During the initial login to the Administration panel a user is requested to setup their recovery 
password and secret questions. In this screen the user can modify those options, if needed. The 
Administrator Recovery section (see Figure 25) enables you to change this information. 

To update the recovery password: 

1. Click the Edit link and type the new password in the password textbox then retype the 
password in the password confirmation textbox. 

2. Click Save. A message will appear confirming the update. 
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To update the security questions: 

1. Click the Edit link and select a security question from the dropdown list and type the answer 

to the question. 

2. Repeat with the second security question. 

3. Click Update security questions. A message will appear confirming the update. 

 

  

Figure 24: Recovery Login Settings 

Backup Retention Policy Settings 

1. Open Backup Retention Policy Settings and click the Edit link as shown in the figure below: 

 
2. You can do one of the following: 

• Set Use Tombstone Lifetime to  - Backup Retention will be set to the 
Tombstone Lifetime value defined in Active Directory. 

• Set Use Tombstone Lifetime to  - This will unlock the text field and allow you 
to enter the number of days a backup will be retained, after which it will be 
automatically deleted. 
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3. Click “Save” to save the configuration. 

As previously mentioned above, this retention policy is global and can be overridden by Backup Rule-

specific policy that is more restrictive.  

SMTP (Email) Settings 

ADFR Management Server can be configured to send email notifications to specified recipients, to 

notify them about backup status and product status. 

Click on SMTP Settings to expand it. 

 
Figure 25: SMTP Settings 

Setting up SMTP for email notifications 
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1. Click “Edit” in the Authentication requirement section (see ❶ in Figure 26). 

2. In the Server textbox, enter the server name\IP. 

 

Note:  

If no authentication is required for SMTP server, check the 'Anonymous' checkbox 
(Username & Password textboxes will become grayed out). 

3. In the Port textbox, enter the SMTP sever port (default is 25). 

4. In the Username textbox, enter the name of the user with access to SMTP. 

5. In the Password textbox, enter the password. 

6. In the Mail from textbox, enter a mail address that will appear as the sender of the email 
alert. 

7. Click SAVE; the Validate email settings window will appear: 

 
8. In the Mail Address textbox enter your email address; a validation test message will be sent to 

this address. 

9. Click TEST & SAVE; If you receive the test email, SMTP settings are validated and saved, else – 
you will see an error message indicates that the validation failed. 
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Note: 
Common problems with emails: 

• After clicking TEST & SAVE you receive a "failed" message, make sure that: 
o The SMTP details are correct. 
o The Semperis Management Server has network access to the SMTP server 

• After clicking TEST & SAVE you receive a "success" message, but you do not receive 
an email, make sure that: 

o The test email address is correct. 
o The email is not in your Junk folder. 
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Add / Remove notification recipients 

The Alert Recipients pane displays a list of email addresses to which notifications are sent, e.g. in the 
event of backup failure, or a Distribution Point reached its free space threshold. See ❷ in Figure 26. 

 
Figure 27: Alert Recipients 

To add a recipient: 

1. In the Add a recipient textbox enter a valid email address for the recipient  

2. Click the “ADD” button (see ❶ in Figure 27); the recipient is added to the list. 

To remove a recipient: 

1. Click the  icon of one of the recipients in the Alert Recipients table (see ❷ in Figure 27); A 
confirmation window will appear. 

2. Click “OK” to confirm deletion and the recipient will be removed from the list. 

To send notifications on the successful completion of backups: 
• Set “Also send notification on successful backup” option to  (see ❸ in Figure 26) 

 

In addition to the above email notification options, ADFR supports two additional alerting options, as shown in 

the figure below 
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Figure 268 Additional Alerting Options 

Daily Status Reports 
The daily status report email can be configured (see below) to send a summary email to alert 

recipient, outlining successful and failed backups. By enabling the “Send daily status report” slider, 

and setting a time when the email is sent (ideally after backups run for that day) you can get a 

summary email of backup status. 

 

Repeating Error Notification Threshold 
This option (see below) was added to minimimize repetitive email alerts when there are transient 

problems with ADFR agents or backups. 

 

Within this option, you can configure the minimum amount of time in minutes, for the system to wait 

before sending an alert email about a down agent. By default, this is set to 60 minutes. This means 
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that if an email alert over a down ADFR agent is sent, another one will not be sent until this interval 

elapses. This reduces the number of emails you receive in the event of transient communication loss 

between the ADFR server and its agents (e.g. for transient network outages, server reboots, etc.). To 

edit this value, simply click the Edit link, modify the threshold in minutes, and then click the Save 

button. 

General Settings 

Manual Agent deployment  
You can manually download and install agents. This is useful if you want to add agents to unmanaged 
Domain Controllers after installation. 

  
Figure 27: Download Agent 

To manually set up an agent: 

1. Click Download to download the agent. 

2. Browse to the location where the installation zip file should be saved; a zipped file is 
downloaded. 

 

Important! 
If you do not see any indication that the file was downloaded, check for a message from the 
browser that the download was blocked. 

• IE/Edge: At the bottom of the browser window, there might be a message informing 
you that the download was blocked. If this is the case, there should be an option to 
allow the download (either Allow Once, or Allow always). Choose whichever 

• Chrome: In the address bar, at the opposite end of the page's address, there might 
be a message indicating that a popup was blocked. Click on the indicator, and either 
click the address to allow once or set it to always allow popups from this site. 

• Firefox: A yellow bar may appear at the top of the window, just below the address 
bar. Click on the Options button and allow popups from this site. 

If the download does not start automatically after this, you may need to repeat step 1. 
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3. Depending on your browser settings, the browser may ask you where you want to save the 
file, or it may automatically download the file to the default download location. 

4. Navigate to the downloaded file's location. 
5. Unzip the file's contents (default file name is ADFRAgent.zip) and copy them to the Domain 

Controller. (Noe that the zips file contains the ADFRAgent.exe installer, a .pfx certificate file 
and the rootcert.cer file. All of these must be extracted to the Domain Controller where they 
will be be installed). 

6. On the Domain Controller, double-click the file ADFRAgent.exe to perform the installation. 
You can also type “adfragent /?” to see additional options for running the agent. 

ADFR Server Settings Export / Import  
The ADFR server settings can be exported in order to import in another environment (for instance 
during the lab creation process) or as part of a backup and recovery procedure for the ADFR server. 

 

  
Figure 28: Export import settings 

To export ADFR server settings: 

1. In the Export / Import area click Export. The Export form will be displayed. 

2. Enter a password in the Password and Confirm Password fields. The password used for the 

settings file encryption.  

 
3. Click Export. 
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Important! 
If you do not see any indication that the file was downloaded, check for a message from the 
browser that the download was blocked. 

• IE/Edge: At the bottom of the browser window, there might be a message informing 
you that the download was blocked. If this is the case, there should be an option to 
allow the download (either Allow Once, or Allow always). Choose whichever 

• Chrome: In the address bar, at the opposite end of the page's address, there might 
be a message indicating that a popup was blocked. Click on the indicator, and either 
click the address to allow once or set it to always allow popups from this site. 

• Firefox: A yellow bar may appear at the top of the window, just below the address 
bar. Click on the Options button and allow popups from this site. 

If the download does not start automatically after this, you may need to repeat step 1. 

 

To import ADFR server settings: 

1. In the Export / Import area click Import. The Import form will be displayed. 

2. Click on the Browse button (depending on your web browser, the text on the button may say 
"Choose file" instead) and select the ADFR Server Settings zip file that you wish to import. 

3. Enter the password used for the settings file encryption.  

  
4. Click Import to finish the import of settings process. 

 

 

Note:  

The import process will replace the current ADFR settings with the newly imported ones. 

 

Updating the License 

When a License update is required, please obtain a new License file and upload it. 
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Figure 29: Update License 

To update the License: 

5. In the License area click Update and browse to the location where you saved the License file. 

6. Click Open; a message will appear informing you that operation was successful. 
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Recovery Panel 
Getting started with the Recovery Panel 
The Recovery Panel main window provides a wizard driven recovery process for the following 
scenarios:  

• Forest recovery 

• Domain Partition recovery 

• Domain Controller restore 

To launch the Recovery Panel: 

1. In a web browser, got to the ADFR log-in page: 

https://[Management Server IP]/ADFR 

 
Figure 30 

 

2. In the top-most dropdown list select “Recovery Panel”. 
3. Select the Domain from the dropdown list. 
4. Enter your USERNAME. 
5. Enter your recovery password and click LOGIN. 

 

Note:  

You set the recovery password when you first logged into ADFR's Administration Panel 
(the recovery password is not your Active Directory password). 

 

The Recovery Panel Dashboard will load: 
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Figure 31: Recovery Panel Dashboard 

Table 7: The SEMPERIS ACTIVE DIRECTORY FOREST RECOVERY WIZARD 

Description Use to… 

Domain Controller 
Restore 

Restore a Domain Controller (Non-Authoritative restore) 

Domain Recovery Restore a single Domain Controller and mark a partition for 
authoritative restore. 

Forest Recovery Recover the whole Forest  

To log out of ADFR click Logout 

Restoring a Domain Controller 
The Domain Controller Restore wizard enables you to restore a single Domain Controller. The Domain 
Controller restore operation performs a non-authoritative restore; A non-authoritative restore 
returns the domain controller to its state at the time of backup and then allows normal replication to 
overwrite that state with any changes that occurred after the backup was taken. Restoration of a 
Domain Controller from backup is useful in cases where you want to save bandwidth in a low 
bandwidth networks, restore pre-configured settings of the server and similar. 
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To restore a Domain Controller: 

1. Click the Domain Controller Restore icon  ; This will start the DOMAIN CONTROLLER 
RESTORE wizard: 

 

Figure 32: Domain Controller Restore 

2. From the Choose Domain dropdown list, choose the Domain containing the Domain 

Controller you want to restore. 

3. From the Choose Domain Controller to restore, choose the Domain Controller you want to 

restore. 

4. In the Choose backup to restore from area, check the box of the BACKUP DATE to be used for 

the restore operation. 

5. Click RESTORE; the wizard will advance to a confirmation page. 
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6. Click START RESTORE; The wizard will advance to the “Restoring Domain Controller” page 

where you can follow the process progress. As the restoration finishes, the NEXT button will 

be enabled. 

7. Click NEXT to return to the Recovery Panel Dashboard. 

Authoritative Restore of a Partition 
The Partition Recovery wizard allows you to perform an authoritative restore a selected Partition; this 

is especially useful in situations where massive inadvertent changes have been made in the Partition 

and granular restore is not an option (or might require too much time). 

In this scenario, the Domain Controller will be restored from backup and the Partition to be 

recovered will be marked for authoritative restore. 

 

 

IMPORTANT!  
From https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc816878(v=ws.10).aspx:  

“The authoritative restore procedure results in a merge of authoritatively restored objects 
and attributes and existing objects and attributes. For example, do not expect that users 
that have been added to a group (after the backup that is used to restore the deleted 
group) will be removed by an authoritative restore of the group object. Instead, new 
attributes of objects that are specified in the authoritative restore are preserved during 
replication. Therefore, authoritative restore does not remove group memberships that 
were added between the time of the backup that is used for authoritative restore and the 
time of the restore procedure. 

Objects and attributes are preserved during authoritative restore as follows: 

• If an object exists in the backup, before inbound replication the post-restore 
directory partition contains the version of the object that exists in the restored 
backup. 

• If an object was created after the backup was made and there are additional 
domain controllers that store the directory partition, after inbound replication the 
restored directory partition also includes the set of objects that were created after 
the backup. 

If an object contains new attributes that are not contained in the backup but that exist in 
the directory partition of an additional domain controller in the domain at the time of the 
restore, after inbound replication the version of the object and attributes as they existed 
in the backup—plus any new attributes that were added to the object after the backup—
are preserved.” 
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To recover a Domain Partition: 

1. Click the Domain Recovery icon  ; This will start the DOMAIN RECOVERY wizard: 

 

Figure 33: Domain Recovery 

2. From the Choose Target Domain dropdown list, choose the Domain you want to recover. 

3. In the Choose backup-set date area, select the backup date to be used for the recovery 

operation. 

4. In the Choose Domain partition restore source, check the Domain Controller from which you 

want to restore. 

5. Click RESTORE; the wizard will advance to a confirmation page. 

6. Click START RESTORE; The wizard will advance to the Restoring Domain Partition page, where 

you can follow the process. As the recovery finishes, the NEXT button will be enabled. 

7. Click NEXT to return to the Recovery Panel Dashboard. 
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Recovering a Forest 
The Forest Recovery wizard is used in a scenario where the entire Active Directory environment was 
taken down either by mistake or by an attacker or in scenarios where you need to roll-back a non-
revertible operation (e.g.: raising of Domain or Forest Functional Level).  

For each Domain Controller in the Forest, the recovery operation can do one of two things: 

• Restore the Domain Controller from backup  

• Re-promote the Active Directory role on the Domain Controller 

 

IMPORTANT!  

If no Domain Controllers in a non-forest root Domain can be restored from backup, the 
Domain can be removed from the Active Directory Forest (metadata cleanup) during the 
recovery process.  

In case of a forest root Domain the system will provide you with an option to retry the 
recovery. 

In case of a non-forest root Domain you can either retry or choose to continue and remove 
the domain.   

 

To recover a Forest: 

1. Click Forest Recovery icon   ; This will start the FOREST RECOVERY wizard. 

 
Figure 34 
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2. Choose the backup set for the recovery from the Choose backupset date dropdown list. 
3. Expand the backup-set content by clicking the + button next to each Domain name. 
4. Checked Domain Controllers will be restored from backup. 

Uncheck a Domain Controller if you want the Domain Controller to be re-promoted instead of 
restored from a backup. 
  

 

Note:  

• By Default, all the Domain Controllers in the backup set are selected for restore from 
backups 

• At least one Domain Controller from each Domain needs to be selected. If the system 
recognizes that no Domain Controllers are selected, you will be provided with an 
error message and will be requested to select at least one Domain Controller per 
Domain. 

 
5. Click Analyze; The wizard will advance to the Analysis page (Figure 36) where the status for 

each Domain is displayed: 

• Standard Restore if all required information is available, 

• Delete if a Domain will be deleted (during the Metadata Clean-up process).  

 
Figure 35 
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6. Click a Domain name to view additional information (Figure 37): 

• DNS Name – the Domain Controller's FQDN 

• IP – the Domain Controller's IP address 

• Site – the site that the Domain Controller belongs to 

• Operation – What is the action performed against the Domain Controller (Restore 
from Backup\Re-promote) 

 
Figure 36 

 

 

Note:  

Click 'Expand All [Print Mode]' to expand all Domains and display the Print window for 
printing the recovery information. 

 
 

7. Click RECOVER to advance; a confirmation window will appear. 
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Figure 37 

8. To confirm and begin Forest recovery, click “CONFIRM RESTORE”; the wizard will advance to 
the “Recovering Forest” page. 
 
The Forest recovery steps will be listed (Figure 39). 

 
Figure 38 
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You can follow the progress of the recovery process. 

Click EXPAND to view the sub steps for each major step: 

  
Figure 39 

 

 

 

Note:  

After a step / sub-step has finished successfully, a check mark appears next to it. 
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• You can check the Show progress log checkbox (❶ in Figure 39) at any time to view the 
process details: 

 

Figure 40: Show progress log 

• Clicking the pop-out icon (❷ in Figure 39) will open the progress log in a new window. 

• The system can be paused after each major step by clicking the pause icon ( ). If a pause icon 
has been clicked the (Figure 43), the system will pause as the selected step completes (Figure 
45). 

 

 

Figure 41: Pause Icon 
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Figure 42: Clicked pause icon 

 

 

Note:  

There is no need to pause steps during the standard recovery process. Use the pause 
button only if a special operation needs to be performed outside the recovery process. 

• In a case of a step failure, the system pauses and provides the option to continue (when 
possible) or retry the failed step (Figure 44 & Figure 45). In a case of a failure, if the user 
chooses to continue the recovery process, the failed operation status will be set to a red X 
indicating a failure. 

 
Figure 43: Step paused 
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Figure 44 

9. When the process completes successfully, all steps will be marked with a check, and the NEXT 

button will be enabled. In addition, the following entry appears in the log file: “The Recovery 

operation completed successfully”. 

 

10. Click NEXT to return to the Recovery Panel Dashboard. 
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Aborting the process 

You can abort the recovery process at any time by clicking the ABORT button ( ) 
 
Click the ABORT button to abort the recovery process; a confirmation window will pop up: 
 

 
Figure 45 
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